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Jacqueline Marcus

Grey November Morning

Crows paddling across the mist.
It feels like a James Wright poemas you drop an unreadable book in the sand.
The whole sky shines twice across the ocean,
turning its wing inside the bay.

Maybe it can briefly change youno matter how lonely the trees appear
from the other side of the shore.
What was I looking forway out there past the seagulls?

(lightning flashing

small boat).
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Thus the Forms...
i. Thus the Forms Are Poorly Reflected in the Transitory World
A boat’s ribs left undone.
Fog, pulling
nets across the waters.
The sun flares one last time with a few herons.
Luminous loss against the pines.
The sea-salt air and tiny shorebirds,
amused with the lapping sunfall,
amused at our own flaws.

ii. Happiness is an

of the Soul

You should let it go.
So indifferent to the leaves casually brushed aside.
It would be better to keep them as they are:
chaotic flames, love with the music of suspense,
the universal themes,
pursuing their moral imperatives:
Antigone’s prayer for a proper burial,
stones piled upon her dead brother’s chest
that the soul’s passage into the underworld
was not in vain.
The women chained to their consolations,
the sun, pressing its scarlet A against the rocks.
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iii. Being vs. Becoming

Maybe Pythagoras is rightthat you can invoke Being, mathematically,
like Buddhists chanting the sacred Om,
recollecting the Holy Numbers.
(There are exceptions, of course.)

iv. Via Affirmativa
What more can I give to this windy autumnthis immense darkness that loves us

(and then betrays us.)
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